
AKVIS NEON 3.0: BRING CHRISTMAS TO YOUR PHOTOS! 

December 19, 2017 — AKVIS announces Neon 3.0, an easy-to-use and flexible 
software for transforming ordinary photos into neon images. Version 3.0 offers 

the new Color Variety parameter that adds more colors and magic to your 
photos. The glowing lines effect becomes even more spectacular! In addition, 

the updated version offers a number of new presets, full compatibility with 
Photoshop CC 2018, and other improvements. 

AKVIS Neon allows you to enhance your photos by applying impressive glowing 

effects and giving them a luminescent look. The program adds a holiday touch 
to any photo! Use it for creating memorable greeting cards for your friends and 

family, attention-grabbing backgrounds, abstract paintings, stylish book 
illustrations, etc. Or just edit photographs of Christmases gone by and preserve 

them for future generations. You are only limited by your imagination!  

Version 3.0 offers the new Color Variety parameter that adds more colors to 
the resulting image making it more vibrant and festive.  

Also, the updated version offers a number of new ready-to-use presets, full 
compatibility with Photoshop CC 2018, new Gray interface theme, support for 

new RAW files, and some other improvements and bug fixes.  

Download AKVIS Neon 3.0 and try all features of the software during the 10-day 

trial period.  

The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.7-10.11 

and macOS 10.12-10.13. The product is available as a standalone application 

and as a plugin filter for AliveColors, Adobe Photoshop and other image editors.  

AKVIS Neon, Home license, sells for $39. One license key allows activating and 

using the software on two computers. Consult the official website for more 
details about license types and prices of the software.  

The update is free for users who bought Neon in the last 12 months. Users, 
whose license is older and is not valid for the new version, can get Neon 3.0 for 

only $14.95.  

  

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing 
software. Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of 

successful products: standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows 
and Mac.  

 

About the Program: akvis.com/en/neon/index.php  

What's New: akvis.com/en/neon/whats-new.php  

Screenshot: akvis.com/en/neon/screenshots.php  
Download: akvis.com/en/neon/download.php  

Tutorial: akvis.com/en/neon-tutorial/index.php  
Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php  
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